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For example, at least one such adaptation planning strategy, SPAN (Short-Term Adaptation Planning
Framework), was developed and applied by a partnership of philanthropic donors, university

researchers, planners, and state and federal governments, such as, for example, the Australian
government's Sir Roland Wilson Foundation's P-45. SPAN was developed and applied in the USA
between 2009 and 2014 (Simon et al., 2015). Active adaptation planning can be challenging for

political leaders who may not have an understanding of risk climate and other local complexities.
Resilient, adaptable plans, therefore, should be aligned to social and physical realities on the ground.

Several examples of these adaptive community resilience infrastructure, or adaptive planning
frameworks for coastal and urban adaptation are provided in Box 5.2 (Baines et al., 2013; Marriott et

al., 2016; Kiribati Climate Finance Coalition and FMO-DTI Consortium, 2016; UN OCHA, 2016;
Kapteyn et al., 2017). Planning for coastal adaptation in New South Wales, Australia, has been an

intensive, work-intensive, and challenged process. The New South Wales government agency
responsible for managing risks from flooding, the Office of Water, has well understood the problem

of rapid SLR in the Sydney region (Wight, 2000). Planning for coastal adaptation in New South Wales
commenced in the early 21st century with development of coastal adaptation policy and a plan for
managing risk from coastal floods (Sampson and McRae, 2004). The process of managing risk from

coastal floods has continued over the next two decades, and NSW coastal development patterns
have responded to the policy, planning and development process. These responses have included

the construction of sandy beaches (e.g. Moreton Bay), stormwater management infrastructure (e.g.
Bestec), and more resilient planning and building techniques (e.g. sea walls).
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our whereis v20 car directory compares
hundreds of millions of cars for sale &

used. it includes the whereis v20 new car
prices, the whereis v20 used car prices,
the whereis v20 car sales history, the

whereis v20 car specifications &
equipment. it also compares whereis v20

car prices from lots of national &
independent dealerships & includes

dealer car pricing, selling dealer & private
sellers. we also bring you car reviews for

whereis v20 models, product
comparisons, whereis v20 car specs &

photos, whereis v20 spec & features, the
whereis v20 car history, whereis v20 car
floor plans, the whereis v20 performance

& economy ratings, whereis v20 fuel
consumption & emissions ratings, whereis

v20 safety ratings & more. are you
looking to buy your first car? our toyota
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car section will help you find the right car
for you. if you want to learn more about

nissan, suzuki & honda car prices,
specifications & features, why not try our
opel car search page. with its high quality

and style, the latest generation toyota
aurion sedan is considered as the best-

selling japanese sedan. as a reliable and
convenient car, the toyota aurion includes

the latest options and technology, such
as the air conditioner, the automatic

transmission, the navigation system, the
power steering, the power windows, and
the air bags, among others. furthermore,

the toyota aurion includes the latest
technologies, such as the bluetooth, the
electric steering, the air bags, the rain-

sensing wipers, the automatic headlamps,
the wireless phone charger, the

panoramic sunroof, and the auxiliary
input jack. the toyota aurion also includes

the latest options, such as the alloy
wheels, the power moonroof, the leather
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seats, the cruise control, the air
conditioning, and the split-folding rear

seats. 5ec8ef588b
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